
Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to 

InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD 

women! Click your END Key as I just put lots of pic on end of 

this web! 

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar 

Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely... 

850 pages moved to this web link 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014

Link to Photos and Acrobat files of Greg in NYC

Greg's YouTube Video reposted

inventsomething@live.com

One night of 24/7 "Brainstorming" with the Jewish Widow... 

brilliant conversationalists who can enliven any discussion 

and who are excellent company whatever... 52 Jewish Aliens 

can save the Earth! 

Jewish Widows leave it to God + Greg for the Godsend Miracle 

Cure for Stage 4 too! 

Jewish Widows leave it to God; Jewish Aliens, can you 

imagine the celebration in Jerusalem, $77 Trillion direct 

deposited into Apple's Bank Account for 1,001 Jewish Aliens 

to Save the Earth! Better than Windows 10, grin! 

3 26 2015 $77 Trillion for Apple's Jewish Aliens iApp
Thursday, March 26, 2015 10:07 AM
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to Save the Earth! Better than Windows 10, grin! 

3-26-2015 Brilliant conversationalists who can enliven... co-

pilot had deliberately locked the captain out of the cockpit 

and steered the plane into its fatal descent!! 

3-26-2015 33 mins ago... Pilot crash the plane, Wow! PARIS —

The chief Marseille prosecutor handling the investigation 

into the crash of a Germanwings jetliner said on Thursday 

that evidence from the cockpit voice recorder indicated that 

the co-pilot had deliberately locked the captain out of the 

cockpit and steered the plane into its fatal descent. Mr. 

Lubitz, who was 28 years old and came from the German 

town of Montabaur. In 1999, after a Cairo-bound EgyptAir 

flight crashed in the Atlantic Ocean off Nantucket, Mass., 

killing 217 people, investigators at the time said they 

suspected that the co-pilot might have attempted suicide. 

Stefan Schaffrath, an Airbus spokesman, said on Thursday 

that in the wake of the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks in the 

United States, Airbus had upgraded the reinforcements of 

cockpit doors on its planes in compliance with international 

regulations. 9/11 would never have happened if Airbus 1984 

II Numb Nuts would have LEAKED the suppression of the 

ElectricWindmillFord Escort. 1 Trillion suicides would never 

have happened too with the euphoria of the 

ElectricWindmillFord Escort and 10 cent a gallon gasoline, 

end to Smog. 

3-26-2015 Brilliant conversationalists who can enliven... 

Crash, 1 Pilot was outside the door kicking it trying to get 

back in... as the plane crashed into a mountain! No 

Emergency way to enter the cockpit, Why? After all the Sony 

Movies too! Brilliant conversationalists who can enliven 

this!! "Germanwings Pilot Was Locked Out of Cockpit Before 

Crash in France" By NICOLA CLARK and DAN BILEFSKY NY 

Times As officials struggled to explain why a jet with 150 

people on board crashed, an investigator said evidence 
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people on board crashed, an investigator said evidence 

indicated that one pilot left the cockpit and was unable to 

get back in. Key West, Mary at the Willie T's bar and I could 

hear her Biking by her on Duval... yes Mary can be loud as 

this 1984 II Society sucker punched her. Well Brainstorming 

in Key West hearing Marys voice as I biked by her on Duval I 

thought of "Ejection Seats... all 150 seats" ejected at the same 

time!! Today we read the Pilot was trying to kick the door in 

as the plane descended into a mountain. 150 Seats Ejected 

as one at the same time are for Star Travels by Boeing 

Engineers. Give them some time to Engineer a emergency 

door for a pilot kicking it in... idiot proof is every Engineers 

"Din" every day of their life every Engineer thinks... I have to 

"idiot" proof this! He is thinking of Mary + Greg as the 

Idiots... grin! 

3-26-2015 Brilliant conversationalists who can enliven any 

of 1,001 Invention Projects in your iPhone iMacBook iApps!! 

Los Alamos can "Run" with your "Brainstormed Idea" This is 

not Facebook or Google Search but Los Alamos! 

3-26-2015 Brilliant conversationalists who can enliven $77 

Trillion direct deposited into Apple's Bank Account for 1,001 

Nobel's in Medicine a Year! For iPhone 007 + for every School 

kid in the USA, a educational first! Only in the USA once BP 

Oil Men are Escorted to Star Base Nuremberg! 

3-26-2015 Sheriff: the CSI "Florida" Top Brass who want to 

KILL OFF EDUCATION of "No Child Left Behind", the kids 

never had a chance with "No Child Left Behind" ,with "Bush" 

living in Florida... Elite Bush did what he wanted to kids 

education, Syphilis, HIV, STD have infected kids growing up 

since Bush's Father didn't want 4 MD Wives, grin! 100's of 

thousands kids died at the hands of the "Bush" Brothers and 

Father. Yale Failed. Yale Med School knew better than Dr. 

Bush, Dr. Bush, Dr. Bush. 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat, will escort 

Phd Dr. Bush's to Star Base Nuremberg for letting kids die in 
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Phd Dr. Bush's to Star Base Nuremberg for letting kids die in 

hot cars, SMOG+ hot head warriors who land on Carriers for 

Mission Accomplished!! ABC News A 13-year-old Florida boy 

shot his brothers during an argument over food, killing a 6-

year-old and wounding a 16-year-old before fatally 

shooting himself inside their mobile home north of Tampa. 

3-26-2015 Brilliant conversationalists who can enliven any 

Gravity Engine start up company! 

3-26-2015 Brilliant conversationalists who can enliven $77 

Trillion direct deposited into Apple's Bank Account for 1,001 

Nobel's in Medicine a Year! 

3-26-2015 Brilliant conversationalists who can enliven Yale 

Med School Students paid more than West Point Cadets! 

3-26-2015 Brilliant conversationalists who can enliven 

Legal Polygamous Marriage on the front page of the NY 

Times, when? 

3-26-2015 Brilliant conversationalists who can enliven 

White Sandy Beach in Key West by pointing out the Quarks 

Sand is made out of Today. Like 777 Trillion Galaxies today, 

"Din" in our Days thoughts, 777 Trillion Galaxies and Numb 

Nuts like Bush, McCain, Kerry have Syphilis, HIV, STD's 

Hepatitis and will give it to someone at 1984 II HQ today! 

3-26-2015 Brilliant conversationalists who can enliven... 

Veterans Hurt by Chemical Weapons in Iraq Get Apology By C. 

J. CHIVERS NY Times The Army under secretary, Brad R. 

Carson, said that those suffering from exposure to the 

weapons would be accounted for and offered medical 

screening. 

3-26-2015 Brilliant conversationalists who can enliven... 

Veterans Hurt by $777 Trillion in Oil War Revenues in Iraq 

must Observe the 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat and BP Oil Men, 
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must Observe the 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat and BP Oil Men, 

Escorted to Star Base Nuremberg! The Army under secretary, 

Brad R. Carson, said that those suffering from exposure to 

the weapons would be accounted for and offered medical 

screening... for SWF 100 million in the USA lost out on 10 mm 

breast cancer screening because of the Iraq War! Homeland 

Security killed more SWF in the USA than Terrorists! 

3-26-2015 Brilliant conversationalists who can enliven... Key 

West Navy Seals who killed Bin Laden lead assault in Saudi 

Arabia to rescue 100,000 SWF Sex Slaves Bush Pimped to 

Saudi Kings + Princes. Saudi Arabia Leads Air Assault in 

Yemen. By MARK MAZZETTI and DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Saudi Arabia launched airstrikes with a coalition of 10 

nations. The strikes came as Yemen was hurtling toward civil 

war after months of turmoil. Organ Donations of Hearts, 

Kidneys, etc sold to Saudi Kings and Princes will also be 

recovered for Americans needing Organ Transplants. 

3-26-2015 Brilliant conversationalists who can enliven... 

Microsoft Temps have been coming to work sick and 

spreading disease for decades now... Microsoft, a Novel Way 

to Mandate Sick Leave By CLAIRE CAIN MILLER The company 

announced that many of its 2,000 contractors and vendors 

would have to give employees 15 paid days off for sick leave 

and vacation time. 

3-26-2015 Brilliant conversationalists who can enliven... 

1984 II HQ gov. workers coming to work sick. 1984 III MD 

Women Dictators would not allow this spreading of disease, 

here the "Din" Conversations grin!! 

3-26-2015 Brilliant conversationalists who can enliven... FBI 

CIA Verizon listened to this bank robbers cell... 
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3-26-2015 Brilliant conversationalists who can enliven... FBI 

CIA 1 Trillion Banks not robbed, gas stations in Miami too if 

the ElectricWindmillFord Escort was in full production since 

1980, CHICAGO — An afternoon of gunfire and fear in 

eastern Wisconsin ended Tuesday with a devastating toll: 

Two banks robbed, a bystander shot dead and a rookie state 

trooper, on his first day patrolling solo, slain in a firefight 

while confronting and killing the suspect. Trooper Casper, 

21, did not turn on his siren or lights as he tailed the 

suspect, Steven T. Snyder. Though the authorities did not 

release details of the confrontation, both men died in an 

exchange of gunfire near a middle school and a grocery. 

Thomas C. Christ, 59, was found fatally shot on a roadside. 

Sheriff Jerry Sauve of Marinette County, which includes 

Wausaukee, said the robber probably killed Mr. Christ before 

fleeing to Fond du Lac, where a second bank was robbed. A 

day after the crimes started with a bank robbery, 

conversationalists who can enliven... FBI CIA. 

3-26-2015 Brilliant conversationalists who can enliven... MD 

women at St. Jude Childrens Hospital Today with 1 Trillion 

birth defects from Chinese Smog... enliven the Doctors Lounge 

with the USA Supreme Court news. Supreme Court Seems Split 

on What Is ‘Appropriate’ in Setting Clean Air Costs By ADAM 

LIPTAK NY Times and Adam didn't mention 1 Trillion birth 

defects from Smog. A war crime by the NY Times! 

3-26-2015 Brilliant conversationalists who can enliven... 

3-26-2015 Brilliant conversationalists who can enliven... 

3-25-2015 "Din" Jewish women got her Novel yesterday and 

read a few pages, she knows about the suppression of the 

ElectricWindmillFord Escort Era and cure for Stage 4 I would 
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ElectricWindmillFord Escort Era and cure for Stage 4 I would 

have gotten in 1980... grin. She does have a few Orwellian 

comments in the first few pages. 1997 and the 

ElectricWindmillFord Escort was invented in 1980 so this 

1984 II Society has been talking about it for a long time! 

Hope to get 1,001 Invention Projects out of "The Puttermesser 

Papers" the main character is a Jewish!!! SWF Lawyer!!! And 

its starts off faster than the speed of light... wow! $4.34 

Amazon "The Puttermesser Papers" Hardcover – May 27, 1997 

by Cynthia Ozick (Author) 

One night of 24/7 "Brainstorming" with the Jewish Widow... 

brilliant conversationalists who can enliven any discussion 

and who are excellent company whatever... 52 Jewish Aliens 

can save the Earth! 

Jewish Widows leave it to God + Greg for the Godsend Miracle 

Cure for Stage 4 too! 

3-25-2015 iPhone6 + in car dash cams could have been 

used... 

3-25-2015 "Car Crash Videos Highlight Risk of Multitasking 

With Phones" By MATT RICHTEL NY Times A study from AAA 

that entailed putting video cameras in the cars of teenage 

drivers allowed researchers to watch the excruciating 

moments before nearly 1,700 crashes. 

One night of 24/7 "Brainstorming" with the Jewish Widow... 

brilliant conversationalists who can enliven any discussion 

and who are excellent company whatever... 52 Jewish Aliens 

can save the Earth! 

Jewish Widows leave it to God + Greg for the Godsend Miracle 

Cure for Stage 4 too! 

3-25-2015 iPhone6 + in car dash cams could have been 

used... in all 1 Trillion car crashes since the invention of the 

1980 ElectricWindmillFord Escorts. This is a war crime by 

Kerry McCain, 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators. And the Steve 

Jobs Bio out Today will be rewritten by 4 SWF MD women... 
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Jobs Bio out Today will be rewritten by 4 SWF MD women... 

this Steve Jobs bio will be light years from the NY Times best 

seller today, grin! Conversation With the Authors of 

‘Becoming Steve Jobs’ By BRIAN X. CHEN and ALEXANDRA 

ALTER NY Times. "Yale Researchers to Study Learning Game 

Apps" By NATASHA SINGER NY Times A Yale research lab 

applies rigorous scientific methods to test the effectiveness of 

educational video games on children. Yale needs to make 

some MacBook Pro YouTube video tutors, I searched for hours 

and found one good tutor Safari Tutor 1 is 1 hour and not 

made by Yale... grin! Bill + Melinda bullied all the PC Tutor 

Videos off YouTube for the $$$ paid PC tutors! 

3-25-2015 Key West Citizen front page put a story about the 

Police shooting someone just home from the "Oil Wars" but 

will never publish a story of a wife killed or sucker punched... 

bias Citizen Newspaper in Key West... until the coup then they 

will be escorted to Star Base Nuremberg!! 

One night of 24/7 "Brainstorming" with the Jewish Widow... 

brilliant conversationalists who can enliven any discussion 

and who are excellent company whatever... 52 Jewish Aliens 

can save the Earth! 

Jewish Widows leave it to God + Greg for the Godsend Miracle 

Cure for Stage 4 too! 

3-25-2015 Well Brainstorming in Key West hearing Marys 

voice in the distance I thought of "Ejection Seats... all 150 

seats" ejected at the same time!! 

3-25-2015 Brainstorming in Key West, Mary was yesterday at 

the Willie T's bar and I could hear her Biking by her on 

Duval... yes Mary can be loud as this 1984 II Society sucker 

punched her. Well Brainstorming in Key West hearing Marys 

voice in the distance I thought of "Ejection Seats... all 150 

seats" ejected at the same time!! 

One night of 24/7 "Brainstorming" with the Jewish Widow... 

brilliant conversationalists who can enliven any discussion 

and who are excellent company whatever... 52 Jewish Aliens 

can save the Earth! 
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can save the Earth! 

Jewish Widows leave it to God + Greg for the Godsend Miracle 

Cure for Stage 4 too! 

3-25-2015 The plane, an Airbus A320 that carried young 

people, vacationers and others, crashed after an eight-

minute descent from 38,000 feet Digne-les-Bains, a town 

close to the crash site, described a scene of almost 

unimaginable wreckage, with even the plane’s metal 

structures smashed into countless pieces. “The airplane had 

completely disintegrated,” Capt. Benoit Zeisser, head of the 

center of operations and information for the local police in 

Digne-les-Bains, said late Tuesday. “There is nothing left; 

the area of the crash is huge.” 

3-25-2015 Domestic Wars of the Roses mutual assured 

annihilation will kill 19K SWF in 2014 and our 1984 II 

Numb Nuts will not use a "Black Box" voice recorder, which 

captures up to two hours of the pilots’ conversations as well as 

other cockpit noises, including any alarms that would have 

sounded as the plane descended into Hell on Earth mostly 

from "OJ" clones and Troops coming home from "Oil Revenue 

Wars" in Iraq... 

One night of 24/7 "Brainstorming" with the Jewish Widow... 

brilliant conversationalists who can enliven any discussion 

and who are excellent company whatever... 52 Jewish Aliens 

can save the Earth! 

Jewish Widows leave it to God + Greg for the Godsend Miracle 

Cure for Stage 4 too! 

3-25-2015 Murder of a SWF British girl... notice the NY Times 

wrote "Case" instead of Murder!! 

3-25-2015 "Italy’s Highest Court Set to Rule in Amanda Knox 

Case" By ELISABETTA POVOLEDO More than seven years after 

Ms. Knox, an American, and her Italian boyfriend were 

accused of murdering a British exchange student, Italy’s 

highest court is set to issue a final ruling. 
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highest court is set to issue a final ruling. 

3-25-2015 Murder of a SWF British girl... notice the NY Times 

wrote "Case" instead of Murder!! 

3-25-2015 Cold War’s fear of mutual annihilation the jet’s 

so-called black boxes: the cockpit voice recorder, which 

captures up to two hours of the pilots’ conversations as well as 

other cockpit noises, including any alarms that would have 

sounded as the plane descended. 

One night of 24/7 "Brainstorming" with the Jewish Widow... 

brilliant conversationalists who can enliven any discussion 

and who are excellent company whatever... 52 Jewish Aliens 

can save the Earth! 

Jewish Widows leave it to God + Greg for the Godsend Miracle 

Cure for Stage 4 too! 

3-25-2015 Greece, Athens, Paris "Unhappy Marriage" via 

1,001 Nobels in Medicine $$$ going off to wars in Iraq. After 

the coup Legal Polygamous Marriage will get 1,001 Nobels in 

Medicine a year and be Key West Tourists at all of the 52 

Nearest Stars... Op-Ed Contributor "Greece’s Unhappy 

Marriage" By JAMES ANGELOS NY Times Greeks may resent 

their dependence upon their eurozone neighbors, but history 

shows that they need them. 

One night of 24/7 "Brainstorming" with the Jewish Widow... 

brilliant conversationalists who can enliven any discussion 

and who are excellent company whatever... 52 Jewish Aliens 

can save the Earth! 

Jewish Widows leave it to God + Greg for the Godsend Miracle 

Cure for Stage 4 too! 

3-25-2015 CBS NBC Emerge From 1984 II Cold War Past 

Facing Uneasy Future" NY Times by Greg Buell, grin. 1,001 

Nobels in Medicine a Year Coup on CBS NBC Comcast will 

escort these Top Brass to star Base Nuremberg!! 
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3-25-2015 "Radio and TV Martí, U.S. Broadcasters to Cuba, 

Emerge From Cold War Past Facing Uneasy Future" By 

LIZETTE ALVAREZ NY Times The Martís are illegal on the 

island, and President Raúl Castro has made their shutdown 

a condition of normalizing relations with the United States. 

One night of 24/7 "Brainstorming" with the Jewish Widow... 

brilliant conversationalists who can enliven any discussion 

and who are excellent company whatever... 52 Jewish Aliens 

can save the Earth! 

Jewish Widows leave it to God + Greg for the Godsend Miracle 

Cure for Stage 4 too! 

3-25-2015 CBS NBC Cold Bar Broadcasters to Cuba... war 

crimes as they lost humanity 1,001 Nobels in Medicine, like 

Mary at Willie T's brainstorming from the Bar loud... so Greg 

can hear her biking by on Duval!! 

3-25-2015 "Car Crash Videos Highlight Risk of Multitasking 

With Phones" By MATT RICHTEL NY Times A study from AAA 

that entailed putting video cameras in the cars of teenage 

drivers allowed researchers to watch the excruciating 

moments before nearly 1,700 crashes. 

One night of 24/7 "Brainstorming" with the Jewish Widow... 

brilliant conversationalists who can enliven any discussion 

and who are excellent company whatever... 52 Jewish Aliens 

can save the Earth! 

Jewish Widows leave it to God + Greg for the Godsend Miracle 

Cure for Stage 4 too! 

3-25-2015 1984 II Key West mad men know if Greg was at 

Willie T's with Mary I would have gotten a few good 

Brainstorming ideas from Mary's Godsend Inspiration to 

save the next snorkeling death. As the 1984 II mad men in 

Key West don't ever Brainstorm... live saving inventions with 

Mary at Willie T's or the "Little Room Jazz Bar". Grin! 
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One night of 24/7 "Brainstorming" with the Jewish Widow... 

brilliant conversationalists who can enliven any discussion 

and who are excellent company whatever... 52 Jewish Aliens 

can save the Earth! 

Jewish Widows leave it to God + Greg for the Godsend Miracle 

Cure for Stage 4 too! 

3-25-2015 Willie T's ...you may be fortunate enough to know 

some brilliant conversationalists who can enliven any 

discussion and who are excellent company whatever... with 

Mary can "Brainstorm" an waterproof iPhone 6 + alarm for 

these deaths... sheriff's office Tuesday identified two men in 

their 70s who died snorkeling in Key West the day before and 

released details about a third water death in Key Largo. 

Richard Gueringer, 71, of San Antonio, Texas, was 

pronounced dead on arrival at Lower Keys Medical Center 

after he became unconscious while snorkeling Monday, 

according to Deputy Becky Herrin. Gueringer and his 

domestic partner were on a Fury boat snorkel trip and left 

the boat together, Herrin said. Gueringer entered the water 

"more quickly," deputies said, and when spotted unconscious 

was pulled onto the boat. CPR was performed on the boat, 

Herrin said. Both men were experienced scuba divers, 

deputies reported. Also on Monday, Larry Coltrin, 72, from 

Schauwburg, Ill., died after he became unconscious 

snorkeling in the Dry Tortugas. In Key Largo on Monday, an 

Illinois woman died after snorkeling offshore on Molasses 

Reef, deputies said. Julia Thien was visiting Key Largo with 

her husband and other relatives and were aboard Keys Diver 

II, owned by Keys Water Adventures, Inc., when she went into 

the water and reportedly began "having trouble," Herrin 

said. Thien was pulled back onboard and was given CPR. She 

was taken to shore where paramedics took over, but was later 

pronounced dead at Mariner's Hospital. Autopsies were 

scheduled. 

One night of 24/7 "Brainstorming" with the Jewish Widow... 

brilliant conversationalists who can enliven any discussion 

and who are excellent company whatever... 52 Jewish Aliens 
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and who are excellent company whatever... 52 Jewish Aliens 

can save the Earth! 

Jewish Widows leave it to God + Greg for the Godsend Miracle 

Cure for Stage 4 too! 

3-25-2015 Yale Campus News Today... U.S., for example, has 

spent $750 million on aid to sub-Saharan African countries 

for Ebola relief, yet pharmaceutical companies have not 

brought an Ebola vaccine to the human trial phase, even 

though one of those vaccines has been shown to be effective 

in animals. Karan said this is likely due to the fact that 

those who would need the vaccine cannot pay for it. 

“Infectious diseases strike where they can spread, not 

necessarily where people can afford to pay profitable prices 

for medicines,” said Kristina Talbert-Slagle GRD ’10, senior 

scientific officer for the Yale Global Health Leadership 

Institute. “The Ebola outbreak has forced us all to take a 

careful look at whether and how we are preparing for 

infectious disease outbreaks.” 

3-25-2015 Yale Campus News Today... U.S., for example, has 

spent $750 million on aid... to Dr. Nancy Snyderman fired by 

NBC only to be given $750 Billion when NBC Top Brass are at 

Star Base Nuremberg!! ...put it in the H2O Dr. Nancy would 

say... 

One night of 24/7 "Brainstorming" with the Jewish Widow... 

brilliant conversationalists who can enliven any discussion 

and who are excellent company whatever... 52 Jewish Aliens 

can save the Earth! 

Jewish Widows leave it to God + Greg for the Godsend Miracle 

Cure for Stage 4 too! 

One night of 24/7 "Brainstorming" with the Jewish Widow... 

brilliant conversationalists who can enliven any discussion 

and who are excellent company whatever... 52 Jewish Aliens 

can save the Earth! 
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Jewish Widows leave it to God + Greg for the Godsend Miracle 

Cure for Stage 4 too! 

3-24-2015 Cold War’s fear of mutual annihilation Today is a 

Sure Thing... Iran will Nuke Jerusalem if Jewish Aliens don't 

save the World in Time! Dissecting Time + Gravity means 

nothing in this Declared War between Iran + Jerusalem. 

Only way to win the War is with Jewish Aliens, and they are 

at all of the nearest 52 Stars!! 

One night of 24/7 Inventing with the Jewish Widow then 

imagine the celebration in Jerusalem finding Jewish Aliens 

at all of the Nearest 52 Stars! “Building the H Bomb: A 

Personal History,” is his 10th book... Building the Super 

Hubble Space Telescope that FINDS Jewish Aliens at all of the 

52 Nearest Stars, 52 Pick up... of SWF Jewish Aliens grin! 

Jewish Widows leave it to God + Greg for the Godsend Miracle 

Cure for Stage 4 too! 

3-24-2015 CRUDE!!!!! Angelina Jolie in Paris SMOG... 

From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/> 
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